The regard in which one is held by their customers...
...this is what defines a great manufacturing company.

Here at Rulon International, it is not our mission to gain status by merely achieving a title but by genuinely serving our customers with the very best we can offer in every aspect.

Rulon International has been focused on two main objectives for the past 30 years; to manufacture the most superior green products in our industry, and provide excellent service to our customers.

To create the world’s very best wood ceiling and wood wall systems requires a level of acoustical knowledge and commitment unparalleled in our industry. Using the very latest in computerized technology, combined with skilled employees and dedicated office staff, Rulon’s products have been recognized the world over for their beauty and very high standard of quality.

Practicing environmentally responsible manufacturing is another priority we have been and will continue pursuing. Some of our environmentally safe processes are not always required in our industry but we implement them because it is the right thing to do. Our beautiful products leave the very least impact on our environment.

We value the creative minds of the architectural community. Their designs help us look good which in turn make you look good. Great minds plus great products equal great projects.

Set the bar high; this we will continue to do as we strive to seek to improve in all areas. We do all this to satisfy the demands of our valued customers.
If you as an architect or designer knew that there was something better than gypsum or drywall for a ceiling or wall, how could that affect your design creativity? What if there was something that could enhance an otherwise common interior building feature? Consider Rulon’s suspended linear wood ceiling system, or add a linear wood wall to make your design even more unique. Instantly, an interior takes on an upgraded and upscale appearance by simply adding the warmth, feel and look of our easy-to-install, suspended linear wood ceiling system. Many discriminating designers have discovered they can create beautiful, award winning designs with Rulon’s linear wood ceiling system.

Rulon offers a variety of linear wood options. Choose a Linear Open Wood Ceiling System with felt spacers for added acoustical control or a Linear Closed Wood Ceiling System for aesthetic effect. A Panelized Linear Wood System is another unique way to enhance your project.

Our Veneered Linear Wood Ceiling System offers a large selection of wood species to greater enhance your project.

Our Linear Wood Ceiling Systems are also available in a variety of widths and come standard with a clear finish or a custom stain. If you desire a radiused or serpentine shaped ceiling we will pre-shape the T-Bar at our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. Our T-Bar comes with factory attached clips. These features translate into substantial time and money savings during installation. FSC® certified products are also available.

The simplicity of a Rulon linear wood ceiling system can dramatically change your ceiling or wall project and can be the final touch to turn your project into an award winner.
If you are looking for a wood ceiling and wall system to cover a large surface area while maintaining esthetics, Rulon's wood Panel Grilles are the perfect solution for many large ceiling and wall areas. If a continuous suspended wood ceiling appearance is desired, Rulon's wood Panel Grilles can create this effect with no visible panel sections. This effect is enhanced with perfect uniformity and consistent quality from panel to panel so that the ceiling appears to be one continuous matching system. Whether it is a ceiling or wall, Rulon's Panel Grilles add an element of class as well as warmth with the natural beauty of wood. Our wood Panel Grilles have been used in some of the world’s highest profile commercial building projects with great success. This comes as no surprise as Rulon Wood Panel Grilles come in a variety of wood species, blade widths and depths as well as many other design options. A creative designer can take advantage of the many special features and options that are available with Rulon's wood Panel Grille systems, which often result in unique, one-of-a-kind ceiling or wall designs. If a beautiful wood curved or serpentine ceiling is desired, Rulon can provide the pre-curved or radiused T-Bar that can be easily installed in the field. Specific blade widths, depths and profile shapes are another feature offered, giving a designer greater creative freedom.

Rulon’s suspended Panel Grille panels have also been used to add dramatic effect covering infrastructure while adding esthetics and creating a warm and calm environment.

Imagine you have an old installed gypsum ceiling and desire an upgrade without removing existing grid. Consider InTEGrilles! InTEGrilles are wood Panel Grilles designed to easily fit into existing or new grid, providing for almost instantaneous face-lift. InTEGrilles are made to the same high quality standard as our other Panel Grille products and can improve both appearance and ambiance to a room by adding the warmth and beauty of a wood ceiling. InTEGrilles come in a variety of panel sizes and blade configurations. Add to this a standard clear finish or custom color, 1 of 6 standard wood species choices and your InTEGrilles ceiling takes on a custom look. For a more interesting design one can alternate the direction of the panels to create a “checkered” appearance. Another design option can be to combine different panel sizes within the same ceiling area for an even more interesting and unique ceiling design. Access to above ceiling infrastructure is virtually unfettered anywhere in the ceiling area. Simply lift up on any of the panels resting on the grid. If increased acoustical control is desired, simply add acoustical baffling or blankets above the ceiling panels. With InTEGrilles it is possible to not only improve the appearance of your ceiling area but also solve any sound control issues.

InTEGrilles... another beautiful ceiling solution for your design needs.
Unique wood ceiling designs with functional requirements has been part of Rulon’s mission from the beginning 30 years ago. Wood cubes are a ceiling system that is able to cover large areas as a continuous ceiling or as individual panels, all while maintaining a sophisticated look.

Our wood cubes come in varying cell sizes and also in a wide selection of wood species and colors. These functional ceilings allow for excellent air circulation, integration of sound and light infrastructure and fit well with the budget pricing.

Rulon wood cubes have been used as suspended individual panels creating unique floating visual elements.

The popular continuous or monolithic look provides a unique way to cover large areas with individual panels or sections with no visible T-Bar. Just one large continuous unique wood ceiling provides a warm environment while concealing infrastructure above the ceiling system. This ceiling system also allows for easy access to above-the-ceiling structures without any obvious seams or hardware.

Whether individual panels or continuous ceiling is desired, by controlling the size of the cube cell, the wood species, and the color, a designer can create a unique ceiling design for any building ceiling area to fit budgets.
If an elegant yet simple wood ceiling system is desired, Rulon’s wood squares are perfect. As a great alternative to the typical gypsum ceiling, consider that Rulon’s wood squares work perfectly with existing and new grid system.

Rulon’s wood squares are available in the timeless flat veneered square panel style. We also offer squares with recessed or “tegular” edges which allow the panels to extend below the grid system for an added design element. Our side-slot panels actually conceal the grid creating a very interesting wood-only ceiling appearance. Rulon also manufactures the elegant coffered square; a classic and unique look of a coffered ceiling but made as an easy-to-install drop-in ceiling system.

The quality and craftsmanship of our acoustical Squares is extremely high and unmatched. The faces of the panels are available in a variety of patterns. Squares is a classic style ceiling that provides a quick solution for new or existing grid systems. Add a unique veneer from our large selections of wood species veneers along with a standard or custom stains and your Squares ceiling can be a unique and amazing ceiling design.

Whether it’s a renovation of an existing building project or new construction, Rulon’s Squares are a great choice to give that upscale feel you seek.
An auditorium, courtroom, or conference hall... these are places where acoustical control can be a challenge. Aluratone acoustical wood veneered panels will not only help control acoustics but also enhance the appearance and ambience of any interior building space.

All around the world, Aluratone has been providing a beautiful element of sophistication while effectively solving acoustical control issues. Whether it’s a world class university, federal courthouse, presidential libraries or one of the many high profile projects around the globe, Aluratone has been recognized as the product of choice.

Rulon’s family of Aluratone acoustical panels come in many configurations and are designed to meet your specific acoustic and aesthetic needs. The wood veneered panels are available in a variety of grooves, slots, and hole patterns. For the discriminating designer we even offer panels with “Micro Grooves”. These are panels with extra small grooves on the panel faces that minimize their appearance. Our panels also feature micro-perforations on the panel faces that are nearly invisible. The ultra small perforations allow more of the natural wood features to be unobstructed while maintaining very high NRC values.

All Aluratone panels are veneered with real wood from our large selection of veneer species. Acoustic control can be adjusted to achieve varying degrees of noise-reduction coefficient ratios. Aluratone acoustical panels have proven to be a highly effective system at controlling acoustics while providing increased aesthetics.

With proven acoustic control and the natural beauty of real wood, design possibilities are almost endless with Aluratone acoustical panels.
If a creative look is what you seek in a ceiling design, Rulon’s Curvalon, suspended, custom-shaped wood veneered panels will open up a world of design creativity for your project.

Rulon has perfected this bendable wood panel system that creates unique shapes specified by you, the designer! Imagine undulating ceilings, a gently curving wall or a complicated curved basket weave ceiling. Make it convex, concave or serpentine. Dress up a wall or use as a suspended ceiling feature. These are just some of the design options available to a designer. The possibilities are only limited by a designer’s imagination.

Working together with our in-house architects and engineers, your one-of-a-kind ceiling can be realized, no matter how complex.

Basically, if you can dream it, Rulon International can build it.

Like Aluratone acoustical wood panels, Curvalon uses real wood veneers, which means we have a great selection of veneer species and finishes. We can also add a custom stain to really make these panels special.

Rulon’s Curvalon has been used in many award-winning designs around the world. Achieve your unique design dreams using Rulon’s Curvalon custom-shaped wood veneered panels.
What could possibly be better than a beautiful acoustical wood ceiling wall or a curved wood veneered ceiling or wall? How about both features in one product! Rulon would like to introduce Curvatone custom shaped acoustical wood veneered panels.

The ultimate in wood ceiling and wall panels can be found in Curvatone. Curvatone takes the beauty and functionality of Aluratone acoustical panels and the unique custom shapes of Curvalon and combines them into one incredible panel able to achieve multiple roles.

Curvatone
Custom Shaped Acoustical Wood Veneered Panels

No other product can do what Curvatone can. Acoustical control can be realized while creating an undulating ceiling featuring alternating waves, or a concave or convex design all while keeping acoustics in check. With incredible consistency in wood and color appearance between all panels, Curvatone is the discriminating designers choice when it comes to high-end custom ceilings.

Now you can solve acoustic issues and make a grand design statement with the most advanced curved acoustical wood ceilings and walls, Curvatone!
If a tasteful, timeless wood panel ceiling is what you seek, look no further than Rulon’s wood veneered flat panels. Rulon’s wood veneered flat panels offer a classy look by combining the natural beauty of real wood with a simple ceiling system.

Using a large variety of domestic and exotic wood veneers, a designer can step out of the design box. Our manufacturing expertise allow us to provide flat panels with perpendicular corners or custom geometric shapes, specified by the designer. The panels can be used with or without edge banding which uses real wood veneer. All of our panels are supplied with a factory applied clear finish or a custom stain.

Wood veneered flat panels also complement the Curvalon, Aluratone and Curvatone series, providing single source responsibility for all similar veneered panels on a project.

For a classic look that never goes out of style, add Rulon’s veneered flat panels to your project and create that extra-ordinary, high-end look!
Do you want to add a beautiful wood beam system to your ceiling design but have concerns over weight, cost and design limitations?

Rulon’s wood Accent Beams allow for complex designs without the heavy weight of traditional structural wood beams. Our beams are non-structural, or load-bearing, but allow for interfacing of GE® LED lighting, sprinklers, speakers and other ceiling-penetrating items.

The process of including and installing traditional solid wood or field-built beams in a project can be cost prohibitive and also somewhat limiting from a design aspect. Rulon’s wood Accent Beams are light-weight and install easily and do not require heavy structural support framing.

A faster install means money saved! Our Accent Beams can be made into flat, vaulted or radius forms varying in depths and thickness. Imagine the design possibilities! Because our beams are veneered, your choice of veneer is offered from a wide selection of wood species. Beams are finished with a natural clear or custom stain of your choice, providing a high-quality, finished look compatible with your design.

Do you have a complex beam design? With Rulon’s wood Accent Beams, a designer’s creativity is limited only by imagination...!
A hurricane, chlorine environment and other corrosive conditions are just a few of the things that tough, beautiful **Endure** Engineered Polymer Canopy Ceiling System has withstood. **Endure** contains no hazardous plastics and conforms to Miami Dade wind test standards.

The chlorine used in indoor swimming pool environments can be harsh and destructive on ceilings, so what options do you have?... Gypsum? Metal? These all have limited life spans and require constant maintenance. What about an exterior store canopy that can be subject to extreme cold, heat and high winds such as hurricanes in the southern coastal states and water treatment plants where conditions can corrode even the best installed ceiling systems? The solution is **Endure**. **Endure** has withstood the challenges, providing a cost-effective high-performance system. Tough... Beautiful... **Endure**!

If you desire the look of real wood but the budget will not allow real wood, consider Rulon’s **Endure Woodgrain**. **Endure Woodgrain** has been used successfully in both indoor and outdoor applications. With a variety of wood-look species finishes available, your ceiling not only will look beautiful but will fit the budget and last for years to come.

Unlike linear metal ceilings which can “oil-can” and cannot go back to original shape, **Endure Woodgrain** will look just as good 10 years down the road as it did the day it was installed.
Be environmentally responsible. Rulon International has committed to not only strive to meet today’s environmental manufacturing challenges and standards but also introduce new and better ways to reduce our ecological impact.

Customers and owners can both benefit from environmentally responsible manufacturing. One way customers can benefit is by using FSC® certified wood products from an FSC® Chain-of-Custody certificate holder such as Rulon International. The Forest Stewardship Council™ helps ensure that lumber suppliers are following strict harvesting standards which promotes protection of indigenous population, wildlife, plants, soil and water quality. Also, using FSC® certified wood products in a project can award potential LEED credits towards a specific LEED certification.

Lastly, please visit Rulon’s state-of-the-art headquarters and manufacturing facility, which includes our no plastics policy. While visiting, you almost forget you are at a woodworking manufacturer. Why is this? Along with state-of-the-art energy efficient lighting one does not smell any solvent because there is none. Rulon’s products contain virtually no VOCs. All of our finishes and color stains are 100% aqueous based. This is something not required in our industry but we realize the many benefits both to the environment and our customers. Also, there is virtually no sawdust in our facility! Rulon has a very advanced dust exhaust and ventilation system that collects almost all the sawdust produced. All wood scraps are also ground up and collected into a container. Once the container is full the sawdust is donated to a local company who then uses it as bio-fuel.

Rulon International knows much more needs to be done. As we discover areas where we can improve, we will take action to ensure we are responsible and to set an example for others in our industry.
For over 30 years Rulon has been a family owned and operated business. We try to maintain a very high quality of standard in all we do. We not only make the best wood ceiling and wall products available but also hire the very best workers including many U.S. veterans. We feel our valued employees are extended members of this family.

As a customer, when you visit our corporate headquarters and manufacturing plant in St. Augustine Florida, you will immediately understand our “family” feel. You will find that we truly care about our customers, our employees and the community around us.

We also feel it is our obligation to give back to those less fortunate than us. To this end, Rulon commits a portion of our profits towards several different children's orphanages and youth camps in our area. We have found that this has been a very rewarding and blessed experience.

If you are interested in learning more about Rulon International, visit our website at www.rulonco.com. You can also contact one of our highly trained and knowledgeable Rulon sales representatives, whose contact information is available on our website.

For our customers visiting the St. Augustine, Florida area, if you are interested in a tour of our offices give us a call and we would be glad to show you around.